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Let k be an algebraically closed field. If Ga acts basically on the polynomial k-algebra B of 
dimension n and A is the ring of invariant polynomials then A is a factorial complete 
intersection of dimension - 1. If n ~< 3 then A is a polynomial ring. There exists an invariant 
hypersurface H in Spec B whose complement U is G,-stable and possesses a geometric quotient 
under the action of Ga. 
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Introduct ion 
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and Ga the additive 
group scheme over k. If Ga is represented in a finite dimensional vector space V, 
then this representation i duces an action of Ga on the affine space Spec S(V), 
where S(V) denotes the symmetric algebra of V. Such an action is called a linear 
G:action. A theorem of Weitzenboch in classical invariant heory states that in this 
case the ring of G:invariant polyn.omials in the polynomial ring S(V) is finitely 
generated over k. 
The aforementioned theorem of Weitzenboch was proven in the above form by 
Seshadri [14]. This paper uses the ideas introduced by Seshadri n that paper to 
compute rings of invariants for certain G:actions. 
It is shown in [14] that any linear G:action over a field of characteristic zero is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of 'basic' actions. We show here that for basic G~-actions 
the ring of invariants is a factoria! complete intersection. We give generators for 
these rings as well as an explicit presentation. In the process a new proof of 
Weitzenboch's theorem is obtained for the special case of basic actions. 
Except for the explicit determination of the rings of invariants for basic 
'l~artiaily supported by N.S.F.-G.P.N.S.F.-G.P.-38916A1. 
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G,-actions many of the results of this paper are known, though often not expressly 
stated in the literature. 
It is a pleasure to thank C. S. Seshadri and M. Miyanishi for several valuable 
comments on an earlier draft of this paper. Special thanks are due to George 
Converse for the use of his lemma. 
1. Fundamental Ga-schemes and Converse's Lemma 
Let k be a commutative ring and V a free k-module of rank 2. Let W = SmV be 
the m-th symmetric power of V, B the symmetric algebra of W and X = Spec B. 
Then X is isomorphic to an affine space over Speck. If G is an algebraic subgroup 
scheme of GL(V)  then G acts on W and, hence, on B and X. 
Definition. Let G be a group scheme over k. We say that X = Spec B is a basic G 
space if G acts effectively on X through a representation p:G----> GL(V). 
A G space Y will be called fundamental if it is isor0orphic as a G-space to a 
direct product of basic G-spaces with diagonal G-actionl 
Now let Ga be the additive group scheme over k. It is endowed with a standard 
morphism p : Ga---> GL2 given by p(t) = [~ ~] for all t E Ga(S), S a k-scheme. If k is 
a perfect field, then every faithful representation Ga--> GL2 ~ GL(V) is equivalent 
to the standard one [3, V, 15.5]. 
Let k be a field and X a basic G~-scheme. We describe now the action of G~ on B 
explicitly. We identify W = S mV with the vector space of forms in two variables of 
degree m. Recall that dim W = m + 1. Then B is a polynomial algebra over k and 
the action of Ga on B is through linear substitution in the variables. In fact, given 
any k-algebra T the indeterminants x~,..., x, (n = m + 1) can be chosen so that if 
t E Ga(T) and x~ E B @k T = T[x~,..., xn] then: 
(1.1) t "xk = tJxk+j 
j=0 i 
for k = 1, . . . ,  n. We shall refer to coordinates chosen so as to yield (1.1) as standard 
coordinates. 
Now suppose k = Z and X is a basic G~-scheme via the standard representation 
of Ga in GL2.z. If T is any commutative ring we denote by A the homomorphism 
A : G~(T)---> Aut r (T [x l , . . . ,  x,]) 
induced by the action of G,® T on X® T, where x , . . . ,  x, are standard coordinates. 
Clearly if T is a domain the action of G~(T) on T[xl,..., x,] extends uniquely to an 
action of G~(T) on the quotient field of T[xl,. . . ,  x,]. In this case we denote the 
extension of A by A again. 
We shall make much use of the following result in the sequel. 
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Theorem 1.1 (Converse's Lemma). Let X = Spec B be a basic Ga-scheme over the 
field k with Ga action induced from the standard representation. Let T be the quotient 
field of the polynomial algebra k [xl, . . ., x, ] where n = dim X and suppose Ga(k ) acts 
on T according to the formula 
j =o j a'x~ +j 
for k = 1, . . . ,  n and a E k. Let B = k[y~,. . . ,  y,] and m ~ X(~T the closed point 
defined by y, = x,, 1 <~ i <~ n. Then for all a ~ k and f ~ T 
(1.2) (A~(A~yk))(m)= Ao((Ar(yk))(m)) 
for l <~k <.n. 
Proof. The left hand side is 
n-  k a ' (A yk+,)(m) 
j =0 j Aa(f) 
)-'-'( ) _ ~.  n -k  -k -  _ , ~. n J A,(f) 'yk÷s+,(m) 
~=o j a i=O | 
,+s~.-k j - J )  a iA°( f ' )xk  1 +j+i .  
The right hand side becomes, after a similar calculation, 
'5 ,+s~.-k j i / a iA¢, (fs) x k+.i+,. 
But an easy computation shows that 
j i i j 
and the desired equality follows from this fact. 
We now use this theorem to compute invariant polynomials. Let T= 
k(x~,. . . ,  x , )  be as in Converse's Lemma. Since A is a homomorphism, we have for 
all a E G, (k)  = k CT  and fE  G,(T)  = T:  
A Aoq) o A,~ = A ao~t~+a- 
In particular, if Aa( f )= f -a  then A a°tf)+= = A r. Consider then the function 
f = - x,_,/x,. We have 
AQ(f) =-x" - t -ax"=-x" -~ a=f -a .  
X,, Xn 
Since G~ is commutative, we have for all a E G~(k): 
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(i) A ao(t) ° A,  (yk )(m ) = Aa o AAat)(yk )(m ) 
= A aoct,+~ (Yk)(m ) = (At (yk))(m ). 
But by the lemma, we obtain 
(ii) a~ oAao,t,(yk)(m)= a~(at (yk) (m)) .  
It follows (i) and (ii) that for f = -x ,_~/x ,  the rational function At (yk) (m)E  T is 
invariant under the action of G.(k)  on T. 
A straightforward computation shows that A t (yk ) (m)= -F~/x  2-k-~ where 
(F) F~ =(n-k  1)x"-k - , -1+ ~ ( -1 )  "-k-'-~ n k xk+sx~_,x:_,_,_ s 
i=l j 
+ ( - 
for k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n -2  and F,-I  = 0, F, = x,. 
Proposition 1.2. Let X be a basic G~ scheme over Q and F,, . . ., F,-2 the polynomials 
given in (F). Then 
i) Fk E Z[x l , . . . ,  x,] for each k. 
ii) F~,.. . ,  F,-2, x. are algebraically independent over Q. 
iii) For any prime p in Z the reduction of F~,..., F,-2, and x, are algebraically 
independent over Z/p Z. 
iv) The polynomials F~,.. . ,F,-2, x. and x,_~ generate the quotient field of 
O[x l , . . . , x , ]  over O. 
Proof. The first assertion is clear and ii) follows from iv). To establish iv) it suffices 
to show that x , , . . . ,  x,_z are rational functions in F , , . . . ,  F,_z, x._,, x,. Note that each 
Fk, 1 ~< k ~< n-  2 is a polynomial in x._~, x, and xj, j /> k. 
The polynomial F,-2 = x 2,_~ _ x.-zx., thus x,_~ = - (F.-2 - x2.-~)/x,. The statement 
iv) now follows by descending induction and the formula (F). Finally since the 
coefficients of x,_~ and xkx, in Fk, 1 <~ k ~< n - 2 are always --- 1, iii) also follows from 
iv) and the fact that 
Fk  - 
Xk -'- .-t- n-k 
X .  
where P(xk+,,. . . ,  x;,) E Z [xk+,,... ,  x,). [ ]  
We remark here that one can also check that F~,. . . ,  F,-2 are invariant polyno- 
mials by using the criteria of [6, p. 92]. It suffices to show that OFk = O, 1 <~ k <~ 
n-  2 where J2 is the differential operator:  
d d d 
.O = x. dx.-------~ + 2x._, dx._-'-'-~ +""  + nx~ -~x~" 
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Proposition 1.3. Let X = Spec B be a basic Ga scheme over the infinite perfect field k 
and x,,..., x, standard coordinates. Let K be the function field of X and E the 
quotient field of k [F~,..., F,_2, x~ ]. Then E is the fixed fieM in K of Ga(k). 
Proof. We know that E is fixed. By Proposition 1.2 iv) K = E(x,-O. Since K/E is 
purely transcendental nd Ga(k) is infinite the proposition follows from [4, p. 50]. 
We make some further remarks concerning the polynomials F~,.. . ,  F,-2, x, and 
the algebra they generate. Note first that 
v) k[F,,...,F,-2, x,,1/x,][x,_,]= k[x,,...,x,,1/x,]. 
This is because the rational functions expressing x~,... ,  x,,-2 as rational functions in 
F , , . . . ,  F~_:, x,, x,_, can be taken to have as denominators powers of the variable x,. 
vi) If A denotes the ring of Ga(k ) invariants in B. Then 
k[F,,...,F,-2, x , ]CA Ck[F,,...,F,_z,x,,1/x,]. 
Proof. Let R = k[F~,...,F._z,x,]. Then B[1/x,]= R[x,_,,1/x.]= R[1/x,][x._,]. 
But it follows easily from the formula (1.1) that the ring of Ga(k) invariants of the 
Ga-stable ring B[1/x,] is R[1/x.]. 
vii) The ring of invariants A = k[x~,..., x,] f3 E is normal. 
Since K[x~, . . . .  x.]  is a polynomial algebra x,R is a pr ime ideal of R. The ring of 
invariants A being contained in k [xa,. . . ,  x. ] = B is distinct from R [I/x, ]. Suppose 
a and b are elements of A with ab E x.A. Then a or b lie in x,B, say a = x,a'. This 
means that a '  is invariant, i.e., a '  E A. It follows that x,A is a prime ideal of A. 
2. Rings of invariants for basic Ga-actions 
Let X be a basic Ga-scheme over the algebraically closed field k. In this section 
we determine generators for the ring of invariants in k[X]. Let x~,.. . ,x,,  be 
standard coordinates on X and F~,. . . ,  F,-2 the fundamental  invariants given by 
formula (F). 
Consider the morphism q, : A"  ~ A "-' given on closed points by 
~(a ) = (F~(ot ), . . ., F,_2(a ), x,(ot )). 
If the closed point a lies in V(x,) then qJ(a) = ((n - 2)/3 "-~, (n - 3)/3"-2,.. . , /32,0) 
where/3 = x , - l (a ) .  If y l , . . . ,  y,_~ are the coordinates on A"-~ then it is easy to see 
that q,(V(x,))CV(I)  where ICk[y~, . . . , y , -~]  is the ideal generated by Pi = 
y~-  (n - i - 1)2y,,-2"-' for 1 ~< i ~< n - 3. 
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Now if (2, n - i) = 1 then P~ is prime in k[y~,..., y,_~] while if n - i - 2m then 
P~ = (y, - (n - i - 1)y 7-2)" (y, + (n - i - 1)y,"_5). Both these factors are irreducible 
and the first vanishes identically on $(V(x.)) .  Put q, = Pi if (2, n -  i )=  1 and 
q, = y, - (n - i - 1)y,"_2 if n - i = 2m. Let J C k [y~,- •., y,_~] be the ideal generated 
by q~,..., q,-3 and y,_~. 
Lemma 2.1. The ideal J is prime and is the ideal of functions vanishing on ~b (V(x, )). 
Proof. It is clear that dim V(J) = dim O(V(x,))  hence it suffices to show that J is 
prime. For this it is enough to show, since y,_, U J that J '  = J/(y,,_,) is a prime ideal 
in k[y~,..., y,-2] = k[y~,. . . ,  Y,-,]/(Y,-O. 
Identify q, , . . . ,q ,_3 with their images in R = k[y,,...,y,_2]. Let C = k[y,-2]. 
Then R=C[y , ]QcC[y2]@c. . .@cC[y ,_3]=T.  Let S=SpecC and Z j= 
Spec C[yj] for 1 ~< j ~< n - 3. Then V(qj) is reduced and irreducible in Z i for each j. 
It follows from [7, 3.2.7] that spec(T/J') ~- V(ql) × s... × s V(q,-3) = Spec T. Hence 
J '  and thus J are prime ideals and the lemma is proved. 
It is time now to return to the determination of a set of generators for the ring 
k[X] ~". We set y~ =F~ for l<~j<~n-2  and y,_~=X,.  For each j, l< - j<~n-3 .  
There is a unique positive integer mr such that at 
k[x~,... ,x,] and is relatively prime to x,. 
k[F~,...,F,_2, x.,a~,...,a,-+3] is the full ring of 
preparatory lemma. 
= Pj(F,, . . . ,  F,_2, x,)/xT' lies in 
We will show that A = 
invariants. We begin with a 
Lemma 2.2. The ring A is a complete intersection; i.e. Y = Spec A is a complete 
intersection in A 2,-4 
Proof. We may clearly assume n />3 else the result is trivial. Let 
k[t, , . . . ,  t,-i, Sl,..., s,-3] be a polynomial algebra over k in 2n -4  variables. 
Let q~" A ~ A be the surjection given by 
and 
A = 
~0(ti) = F~, l<~i<-n-2  
¢( t . _ , )  = x .  
~0(sj) = a~, l<~j<-n-3 .  
Clearly the polynomials b~ "J - =t , _ , s t  ti for l~<j~<n 3 lie in the kernel of q~. 
Moreover each bj is irreducible in A. Set F = k[t,_,] and write A in the form 
A = r[t,,sl]®,....®,-F[t,_3,s._3]®,.r[t._2]. Put V=SpecF ,  Wj =SpecF[tj, sj], 
1<~/ '~<n-3  and W.-2=SpecF[t,,_z]. If Vj-- V(bj )CWj for l~<j~<n-3  
then it follows from [7, 3.2.7] that V~× vV~x v x .. .  x vV.-3× vW.-2= 
SpecA/(b, , . . . ,  b.-3) is reduced and irreducible in SpecA -~ W~ x v. . .  × vW.-2. 
Hence I = (b, , . . . ,  b.-3)" A is a prime ideal. 
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Finally it is clear that the rings F[s,, ti], 1 <~i~ < n -  3 and F[t.-2] are linearly 
disjoint over F so 
n -2  n - -2  
d imA/ I  = dimk V+ '~ (dimk W~ - dimk V) = 1 + ~ 1 = 1 + n - 2 = n - 1. 
i= ,  i=1  
As dim A = n - 1 this shows that A/ !  ~ A and Spec A is a complete intersection in 
A 2.-, 
We now prove that A is the full ring of G,-invariants. 
Theorem 2.3. Let X be a basic Ga-scheme over the field k. Let x,, . . ., x, be standard 
coordinates on X and let A be the k-subalgebra of k [x , , . . . , x , ]  generated by the 
fundamental  invariants F, , . . . ,F ,_2,  the coordinate x,, and the polynomials 
al, . . ., a,-3. Then A is the ring of Ga-invariant polynomials in k [x,, . . ., x, ]. Moreover 
A is factorial and Y = Spec A is a complete intersection. 
Proof. Let T=k[x , , . . . , x , ]  c" and S=k[F , , . . . , F . _2 ,  xn]. We saw in Section 1 
remark vi) that 
(*) SCA CTCS[ I /x . ] .  
Also by Section 1 remark vi) x ,T  is a prime ideal in T. From Lemma 2.2 it follows 
that x,A  is also prime in A. Moreover Lemma 2.1 shows that x ,T  fq S = x,A N S = 
p is generated by x, and xTJai for 1 ~<j~<n-3 .  
The inclusions (*) show that A and T are algebraic over S and from 
[ l l , Theorem 177] it follows that A and T are factorial. Let q = x ,T  N A. Then we 
have the sequence of local homomorphisms 
O----> Sp----> Aq----> T~.T. 
Tensoring this sequence with k(p)= Sp/pSp over Sp we obtain, since pT = x,T, 
k(p)----> Aq/pAq ----> T~.T/X. " T~.T = k(x,~T). 
Now k (x.T)  is algebraic over k (p) as is Aq/pAq. But pAq = x,Aq is a prime ideal in 
Aq so Aq/pAq is a domain, hence a field. It follows that q -- x ,T  fq A = x,A. 
Finally if f (E T then x,"f  (E A for some m > 0. By induction on m we conclude 
that f E A and hence T = A. The last statement of the theorem is now clear from 
Lemma 2.2 and the proof is complete. 
Remark viii) We have established in the course of the proof that dim A = dim X - 
1. This dimension equality is true not only for basic G,-actions but for fundamental 
actions as well. To see this we suppose X = X, × .. .  × Xt is fundamental with 
Bi = k[Xi]. For each i let ~, be the k-subalgebra of B~ generated by the 
fundamental  invariants given by formula (F) and x,,. 
Wc put R,,= R, @k. . .@kRz  and ti = xi~x~2- x~2xj2 for 1 ~<j ~< l -  1 where x~, and 
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xj2 arc the las! two standard coordinates. It is easy to chcck that each tj is invariant. 
Put R = Ro[t~,...,t;-,]. Now it is a straight forward matter to check that 
R[l/I-l~=,x;~] is thc ring of G,, invariants in k[X][ I / I - I I=lxi2] (using arguments 
similar to those in Section 1 remark vi)). As in Section 1 remark vi), it then follows 
that R C k[X] ~" C R[1/I-II=, x,2] so that d imX - 1 = d imR = d imk[X]  G'. 
Remark ix) It is known that in general rings of invariants of fundamental  G,-actions 
are Cohen-Macaulay.  This follows from Seshadri's original proof that these rings 
are rings of SL2 invariants of an action of SL2 on a larger polynomial algebra and 
from recent results of Hochster and Roberts showing that such rings are always 
Cohen-Macaulay.  However, it is known that they are not, in general, complete 
intersections; for example if X = (A 2)~, 1 I> 3, then the ring of G,  invariants is not a 
complete intersection. 
We caution the reader that dimension does not behave as nicely with respect to 
actions of the multiplicative group Gin. 
Example 2.1. Let Gm act on k[x, y] by t .  x -- tx and t • y = ty all t E Gin(k) = k'. 
Then k[x, y]%= k. Of course the fixed field is k(x/y) .  
Remark x) If k is algebraically closed of characteristic zero, then by [14, section 1] 
any linear action of G, on an affine space over k is equivalent o a fundamental  
action. Thus the above results always apply in this situation. 
3. Properties of the rings of invariants 
We turn now to the investigation of some of the properties of rings of invariants 
of fundamental Ga-actions. Throughout this section k will be an algebraically 
closed field of arbitrary characteristic, X = Spec B a fundamental G,-scheme over 
k and A the ring of invariants in B. Let Y = Spec A and q~ : X---> Y the morphism 
induced by the inclusion of A in B. We will also be concerned with the properties of 
this map. 
We begin with an investigation of q~ and A when n = dim X is small. 
Proposition 3.1. Let X = Spec B be a fundamental G,-scheme over k and A the ring 
of invariants in B. Suppose that n = dim X ~< 3. Then 
i) A is a polynomial ring over k, and 
ii) the morphism q~ : X--> Y is faithfully flat. 
Proof. The proposition is trivial if n = 1 since there are no nontrivial linear G,  
actions on A z. If n = 2 and if B = k[x,, x2] where x,, x2 are standard coordinates 
then A = k [x:] and again the proposition is trivial. 
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If n = 3 and B = k [xl, x2, x3] where xl, x2, x3 are standard coordinates then either 
a) X = A2× A 1 where A 2= Spec k [x2, x2] is basic and A 1= Speck [x3] is a trivial 
Ga-scheme or b) X is basic. If X ~A2× A ~ then A = k[x2, x3] and X----> Y is 
faithfully fiat. 
If X is basic then A ~ R = k [x~- x~x3, x3] and one sees easily that R = A. In 
this case, however, it is easy to see that R---> B is not a polynomial extension. 
Let ~ : X---> Y be the morphism induced by R C B. On closed points a ~ X we 
have ~p(a) = ~p(al, a2, a3) = (a~-  a~a3, a3) so that ~ is surjective on closed points 
and hence surjective. 
Let the ideal m CB represent a closed point of X. Then since A is regular A,~nA 
is a regular local ring as is B,,. Since clearly dim Bm= dim Am ~A + dim (B,, @A,. k), 
it follows from [1,V, 3.5] that B~ is flat over A,,~A and hence ~p :X - -~ Y is 
faithfully flat. 
Remark xi) We again caution the reader that G,, actions - -  even linear ones - -  do 
not behave this nicely: 
Example 3.1. Let Gm act on A 3 over k by the formula /x ,(al, a2, a3)= 
(/zal , /za2,/z- la3) for all/z E G,,(k) and c~ = (al, a2, a3) E A3(k). Then if x, y and z 
are the coordinates of A 3 the ring of invariants is easily seen to be k [xz, yz]. But 
k[x,y,z]  is not faithfully flat over k[xz, yz] since z .  k[x,y,z] contracts to the 
maximal ideal (xz, yz) so that going down does not hold. 
Remark xii) Proposition 3.1 gives a slight generalization of a result of Miyanishi 
[12] to the effect that if Ga acts algebraically on A 2 then the ring of invariants is 
always a one dimensional polynomial ring. We shall see shortly that for actions of 
G~ on A", n 1> 4, this need not be the case: i.e., A is not necessarily a polynomial 
ring and moreover q~ need not be faithfully flat. 
However,  in general, the morphism q~ does have another nice property. Recall 
that if XI and X2 are Krull schemes (for example, spectra of normal domains; c.f. 
[10, section 1] for precise definitions) then a morphism f:X~-->X2 is a Krull 
morphism if for every p E X1 of height one, f(p) has height one or is generic. 
Proposition 3.2. Let X = Spec B be a fundamental Ga scheme over k and A the ring 
of invariants in B. Then the map X = Spec B --> Y = Spec A is a Krull morphism. 
Moreover, ]:or each height one prime q of A, there is a unique height one p of B with 
pNA =q. 
Proof. If p ~ X and ht p = 1 with s not in p, where s = I]t~=l xi~, here we are using 
the notation of remark viii), then A~nA --> Bp is a polynomial extension by remark 
vii). Thus height p fq A = 1 or p N A = 0 [cf. 10, Proposition 1]. 
If ht p = 1 and s E p, then p = x,2B for some i. But then as we have remarked 
before x,2B fq A - x~2A. Hence X --> Y is a Krull morphism. The rest is clear. [] 
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Before stating the next result we must recall some terminology from [10]. If 
X = Spec T is a Krull scheme we denote by CL(X) the class group of X and by 
U(X) the abelian group F(X, 0") = T*, the global units of T = F(X, Ox). 
Proposition [10, Proposition 1]. Let f : X---~ Y be a Krull morphism and W the 
generic fibre of f. Suppose that for every height one prime q of Y there is a unique 
height one prime p of X with f(p)---q. Then there is an exact sequence: 
0--> U( Y)---~ U(X)--> U( W)/K ( Y)* --> CL( Y)--~ CL(X)--> CL( W). 
As a corollary we obtain the following result of Miyanishi. 
Proposition 3.3 (Miyanishi [12]). Let X = Spec B be a fundamental Ga scheme over 
k and A = B c,. Then A is factorial. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, f : X---> Y induced by the inclusion A ---> B is a Krull 
morphism which satisfies the hypothesis of the above proposition. The generic fibre 
of f is given by W = Spec (B ~)A k (Y)). But B @A k (Y) = k [xl, . . . ,  xn ] @A k (Y) = 
k(Y)[xn_,] by remark v. Thus U(W)= k(Y)* and hence U(W)/k(Y)*= O. 
From the above proposition we obtain the exact sequence 
0--> CL(Y)---~ CL(X)--> CL(W).  
Since CL(X) and CL(W) are zero, CL(Y )= 0 and Y hence A is factorial. [] 
We now complete remark xii). Suppose n = dim X t> 4 and X is basic. The ideal 
generated by the hi, l<~j ~< n-3 ,  in k[z,. . . ,z2,-4] defines a closed subscheme 
(reduced) of A 2"-4 which is not smooth at the origin as one Sees easily from the 
jacobian criterion [1, VII, 5.14]. Hence A is not a polynomial ring. 
Moreover if ~ :X~ Y were faithfully fiat, then since X is smooth over k we 
would have by [1, 4.8] that Y is regular, in this case smooth over k, a contradiction: 
so ~0 is not faithfully flat. 
We now turn to the question: 'How far from being a quotient is Y?' We should 
first remark that Y is never a geometric quotient. To see this consider the 
following: 
Example 3.2. Let X = SpecB be a basic Ga-scheme of dimension 2, so X = A 2, 
B = k [xi, x2] and A = k [x2]. If ~¢ : X ~ Y is the canonical map, the fibre over the 
closed point x2 = 0 has dimension one. But its geometric points consist of fixed 
points so the fibre is not an orbit. This example obviously generalizes to any 
dimension. 
On the other hand we do have the following positive result. We refer the reader 
to [13, 0.6] for the operative definition of quotient. 
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Theorem 3.4 (Generic Quotient Theorem). Let X = Spec B be a fundamental 
Ga-scheme over the algebraically closed field k and A the ring of invariants in B. 
There exists an invariant hyperplane H in X such that: 
i) the invariant open subscheme U = X - H has a geometric quotient Z under the 
action of Ga; and 
ii) Z is smooth over k and isomorphic to an open subscheme of Y = Spec A. 
Proof. Since X ~ X, x . . .  x Xt where each Xj = Spec Bj is basic B = B1®. . .  ®B~. 
Let xjl . . . .  , xj,j be standard coordinates for B~ and put H = V(xt,,). Then H is 
clearly invariant. Moreover by remark vii) Bx,., = A [x~n, - 1]. Set t = x~n~_l/xt so 
XIn l 
that for all AEGa(k) ,  X . t=t+A in B. 
Now U = Spec B x,., and we put Z = Spec A ~,., which is an open subscheme of Y. 
To show that Z is a geometric quotient we must verify four properties: 
I. The diagram 
t~r 
G, xU >U 
U >Z.  
Commutes where o" denotes the Ga-action, P2 is projection on the second factor 
and q~ is the obvious morphism. The checking here is trivial. 
II. ~ : U---~ Z is surjective and the geometric fibres are orbits: 
Since A----~B = A[t] is a polynomial extension it is faithfully fiat so ~ is 
surjective. It is easy to see that U is isomorphic as a Ga-scheme to Z x G~ where G~ 
acts on the latter by translation on the second factor. From this it follows that the 
geometric fibres of ~ are orbits. 
III. ~ is universally submersive: 
Under the isomorphism of U with Z x G~, ~ becomes projection on the first 
factor. Then by [7, I. 3.10.2] ~ is universally submersive. 
IV. The fundamental sheaf 0z is the subsheaf of q~.(0v) consisting of invariant 
functions: 
This is obvious from the definitions and the proof is complete. 
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